More than 100 buildings and ecodistricts competing in the Green Building Solutions & City Awards 2016!
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Construction21 contributes to the dynamics of the Paris Agreement and to the fight against climate change, by disseminating innovation the the GBCS Awards.

This international competition for exemplary buildings and districts promotes concrete actions on the field. They will be rewarded during the COP22, in Marrakesh. The GBCS Awards 2016 attracted a great variety of actors from all origins, sharing a same goal: to promote sustainable practices for buildings and cities. Some of the building and city case studies.

89 exemplary buildings and 22 ecodistricts in the contest

This year, the contest breaks its record in terms of international participation, with 20 countries. Professionals from China, Sri Lanka, India, United States, Colombia or even Sweden submitted their realizations, alongside (...)

Read more on Construction21